Abstract—High Speed PM Generators driven by micro-turbines are widely used in Smart Grid System. So, this paper proposes a comparative study among six classical, optimized and genetic analytical design cases for 400 kW output power at tip speed 200 m/s. These six design trials of High Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generators (HSPMSGs) are: Classical Sizing; Unconstrained optimization for total losses and its minimization; Constrained optimized total mass with bounded constraints are introduced in the problem formulation. Then a genetic algorithm is formulated for obtaining maximum efficiency and minimizing machine size. In the second genetic problem formulation, we attempt to obtain minimum mass, the machine sizing that is constrained by the non-linear constraint function of machine losses. Finally, an optimum torque per ampere genetic sizing is predicted. All results are simulated with MATLAB, Optimization Toolbox and its Genetic Algorithm. Finally, six analytical design examples comparisons are introduced with study of machines waveforms, THD and rotor losses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE Smart Grid Energy Systems (SGES) is recently increasing, particularly onsite generation [1]. This interest is because larger power plants are economically unfeasible in many regions due to increasing system and fuel costs, and more strict environmental regulations. In addition, recent technological advances in small generators, Power Electronics, and energy storage devices have provided a new opportunity for distributed energy resources at the distribution level [1-3]. So, more attention has been paid to the development of high speed PM generators driven by micro-turbines, as prime movers with local conversion at load points [4]. High speed permanent magnet (PM) generators provide a substantial reduction in size and weight over other types of generators, and they are also higher in power density, since, as the speed of a machine increases, its size decreases for a given output power. Size, weight, and cost are the major factors for successful design. For high-speed applications, the rotor aspect ratio, defined as length-to-diameter, is a critical parameter.
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Stator core losses may be minimized by using laminated steel in stator construction and by not generating frequencies that are too high. The main applications of PMSG are for power generation as part of renewable energy resources and main generators for aircraft, etc. [5-12]. The sizing of HSPMSG design must address system topology for good power/volume, low cost, and superior efficiency. The influence of the choice of stator lamination material on iron loss in a high speed, high power, and permanent magnet generator is investigated. We study the optimum design of high speed PM alternators for applications in distributed power generation systems [4-17]. The high speed PM machine has been widely used in distributed power generation. The high speed generator distributed generation system, in comparison with the PM doubly-fed reluctance generator, for the same application, has better electromagnetic properties, and the PM doubly-fed reluctance machine exhibits better mechanical behavior [25]. Aspects of PM motor technology and the design of brushless PM machines, as introduced in Hanselmann [15] and Hendershot [16], are used in this paper.

Fig. 1 Smart Grid System with Micro Turbine Power Station [1].
II. MACHINE DESIGN PARAMETERS

A. Machine Materials

The rare earth magnets, SmCo and NdFeB, have become popular because of their greater power density, high Coercivity, high flux densities, and the linearity of their demagnetization curves [16] and [18]. NdFeB is preferred because it is cheaper and more readily available. Therefore, NdFeB magnets are selected for use in PMG, with some conservatively assumed values [17]. The rotor is usually built from the same material as the stator for ease of construction, but it can be made of any economical steel, provided it is strong enough for its function [16], [19]. TM19, 29 gauge electrical silicon steel is selected for the PMG because it is economical, its thin laminations minimize power losses due to the circulating eddy current, and because it has a saturation flux density of about 1.8 T [16], [17].

B. Mechanical Design

The stator is an important part of the machine because it serves as the main structural component, it provides the housing for the armature windings, and it completes the flux path for the magnetic circuit. Slotted stators are the traditional stator design and consist of openings around the stator for the armature windings. In this paper, the slots are trapezoidal, but assumed to be approximately rectangular. They contain form-wound windings so that the depression width is the same as the top slot width. Slotting is used because of its advantages, such as the achievement of a narrow air gap length to maximize the flux linkage, the increase in surface contact area between the windings, and a path of low thermal resistance, provided by stator steel for good heat conduction [17]. The initial design of the generator assumes a three-phase machine. Also, a 36 slots stator design and consist of openings around the stator for the armature windings, and it completes the flux serving as the main structural component, it provides the housing for the armature windings, and it completes the flux path for the magnetic circuit. Slotted stators are the traditional stator design and consist of openings around the stator for the armature windings. In this paper, the slots are trapezoidal, but assumed to be approximately rectangular. They contain form-wound windings so that the depression width is the same as the top slot width. Slotting is used because of its advantages, such as the achievement of a narrow air gap length to maximize the flux linkage, the increase in surface contact area between the windings, and a path of low thermal resistance, provided by stator steel for good heat conduction [17]. The initial design of the generator assumes a three-phase machine. Also, a 36 slots stator machine is chosen for the initial generator design [16]. A general machine mechanical shape is shown in figure 2.

Fig.2 Surface mounted PM machine shape.

The surface mounted permanent magnets in the rotor as shown in fig. 2 are selected here due to its suitability for high speed applications. For high-speed applications, the rotor aspect ratio, defined as length-to-diameter (L/D), is a critical parameter. PM machines offer flexibility in selecting pole sizes, which allows for smaller diameters. A normal L/D ratio for a wound rotor machine is 0.5 – 1.0, compared to 1 – 3 for a PM machine [20]. So, here it is selected to be 2.5. The rotor radius and rotational speed also determine the tip speed of the machine, which is the surface velocity of the rotor.

$$v_{tip} = \frac{r \omega_m}{m}$$

where $\omega_m$: angular speed (rad/sec); $r$: rotor radius (m)

The tip speed here is desired to be 200 m/s.

C. Number of Poles and Magnets Pole Design

An even number of poles is always used, here $P = 3$, because this provides a balanced rotational design. Assuming a constant mechanical rotation speed, electrical frequency is given as.

$$N(2P) = 120f$$

where $N =$ speed (rpm); $P =$ pole pairs; $f =$ electrical frequency

If a PM generator is going to be the source of DC bus through a rectifier system, a high pole number is desirable because as the electrical frequency increases, support components such as filter capacitors and inductors can be much smaller. Therefore, for a given rotational speed, one cheap and efficient solution is to have a higher number of pole pairs and frequency. However, as the frequency increases, higher stator losses result because core losses are proportional to frequency squared. In addition, as the pole number gets larger, the number of slots per pole per phase decreases and can cause the voltage waveforms to become less sinusoidal so all factors must be considered. The pole arc of the magnets can also be varied. Magnets seldom span the full pole pitch because the flux at the transition between north and south poles leaks between poles without linking the coils in the stator. The gaps between the poles usually contain non – magnet pieces, such as soft iron, so that no flux crosses over the air gap between magnets. All full pole arc is $\theta_{me} = 180^\circ$ E and produces a full voltage waveform but has increased harmonic content. As the pole arc is reduced (up to 20 – 30 %) and those areas are filled in with soft – iron pieces, the resulting flux waveform is more sinusoidal and has fewer harmonics and therefore lower rotor losses. The magnet poles are sometimes skewed to reduce cogging torque and smooth out variations in air gap reluctance, flux, and voltage waveforms. Skewing of magnets occurs axially along the length of the rotor to provide a constant rotational torque and prevent pole pieces from exactly lining up with stator teeth. Magnet poles skew factor is selected to reduce cogging torque and smooth out variations in air gap reluctance, flux, and voltage waveforms.

$$k_s = \frac{\sin(n \theta_s)}{\theta_s}$$

where $\theta_s$: Skew angle, rad E; $n$: Harmonic number

D. Magnetic Dimensions

The magnetic dimensions that affect a PM machine are air gap and magnet height. The air gap flux density ($B_g$) can be represented by Eq. 4. The radial air gap is made as small as
possible to maximize the air gap flux density, minimize the flux leakage, and to produce a lower reluctance value.

\[ B_g = \frac{h_m}{h_m + g} B_r \]  

(4)

where \( h_m \): Magnet height (mm); \( g \): Air gap (mm); \( B_r \): Magnet Remnant Flux Density (T)

Magnets losses are reduced, using smaller magnets. For uniform magnetic fields, the magnet height is usually larger than the air gap, by a factor 5 – 10.

E. Slots per Pole, Per Phase

Three-phase machines are typically used in this paper as the standard choice for most motors and generators. Another important design parameter is the number of slots per pole, per phase (m), as in Eq. 5.

\[ m = \frac{N_s}{2 \cdot P \cdot q} \]  

(5)

Varying the number of slots/pole/phase is used to produce a more sinusoidal voltage waveform and reduce machine harmonics.

F. Stator Windings

The pitch of a winding (\( \alpha \)) refers to the angular displacement between the sides of a coil. The breadth of a stator winding results from the coils occupying a distribution of slots within a phase belt. In smaller machines, coils are composed of round insulated wires that are placed in the stator slot, along with insulation material. A slot fill factor (\( \lambda_s \)) is used to determine how much of the slot’s cross-sectional area is occupied by winding material, as in Eq. 6.

\[ \lambda_s = \frac{\text{Winding Area}}{\text{Total Slot Area}} \]  

(6)

Typically, machines contain two coils sides per slot, making the winding a double-layer design [16]. Overall, slot fill factors vary in value from 0.3 – 0.7, depending on the number and size of the conductors in the slots, as well as the amount of labor utilized. In this paper, a slot fill factor of 0.5 is assumed. Almost all machines use series, wye – connected windings because they provide the safest alternative. Therefore, wye series connected windings are selected for use in the designs in this study.

G. Machine Calculated Parameters

Each phase of the machine is modeled, as shown in Fig. 3.

\[ p_{ec} = \frac{1}{12} \sigma L \omega h^3 \omega^2 u_{o}^2 H_m^2 \]  

(9)

where \( H_m \): the turn field intensity value; \( u_o \): permeability of free space.

Since skin depth is defined as

\[ \delta = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega u_o \sigma}} \]  

(10)

Equation (9) can be written as

\[ p_{ec} = \frac{L \omega h^3}{6 \sigma \delta^2} H_m^2 \]  

(11)
Using this expression it is possible to compute the ac resistance of the slot conductors. If the slot conductors are distributed uniformly in the slot, and substituting the field intensity into eq. (11) and summing over all ns conductors gives a total slot eddy current loss of

$$p_v = \frac{d\cdot L\cdot n^2}{9\rho_0\delta}\omega, \quad \text{(12)}$$

where $I$ is the rms conductor current; $\omega$: Slot width(m); $d$: Slot depth(m)

The slot resistance of a single slot containing ns conductors connected in series is

$$R_s = \frac{\rho n^2 \cdot L}{k_n \cdot \omega \cdot d}, \quad \text{(13)}$$

where $L$: the slot length; $k_n$: the conductor packing factor, is the ratio of cross sectional area occupied by conductors to the entire slot area and $\rho$: electrical resistivity ($\Omega\cdot m$).

Using eq. (13), the total slot resistance can be written as

$$R_s = R_{sl} + R_{rc} = R_{sl} (1 + \Delta_s) \quad \text{(14)}$$

where $R_{sl}$: slot resistance; $R_{rc}$: connection resistance

In this equation, $\Delta_s = R_{rc}/R_{sl}$ is the frequency-dependent term. Using eq. (13) and eq. (12), this term simplifies to

$$\Delta_s = \frac{R_{rc}}{R_{sl}} = \frac{1}{9} \frac{d^2}{\delta} \left(\frac{h}{\delta}\right)^2 \quad \text{(15)}$$

This result shows that the resistance increases not only as a function of the ratio of the conductor height to the skin depth but also as a function of the slot depth to the skin depth. Thus, to minimize ac losses, it is desirable to minimize the slot depth as well as the conductor dimension. For a fixed slot cross-sectional area, this implies that a wide but shallow slot is best.

### I. Winding and Magnet Factors

Winding are short-pitched and have breadth associated with them. To account for these effects, a winding factor (kw) is utilized, as in Equation 16.

$$k_{wn} = k_{ps} \cdot k_{pm} \quad \text{(16)}$$

Short-pitching is an important means for eliminating harmonics and improving the power quality of the machine. The pitch factor is shown in Equation 17.

$$k_{ps} = \sin\left(\frac{n \cdot \alpha}{2}\right) \cdot \sin\left(\frac{n \cdot \pi}{2}\right) \quad \text{(17)}$$

The breadth factor explains the effect of the windings occupying a distribution or range of slots within a phase belt. The breadth factor is derived in Equation 18.

$$k_{bm} = \frac{\sin\left(\frac{n \cdot \delta}{2}\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{n \cdot \gamma}{2}\right)} \quad \text{(18)}$$

where $m$: slots per pole per phase; $\gamma$: coil electrical angle

The magnetic flux factor equation [15], for the slotted stator and surface magnet configuration is shown in Equation 19.

$$k_{en} = \frac{R_s^{np-1} \cdot (\frac{np}{sin^{'}}) \cdot (R_s^{1-np} - R_s^{1-np+1}) + \frac{np \cdot R_s^{2-np} \cdot (R_s^{1-np} - R_s^{1-np+1})}{np - 1}}{\frac{np}{sin^{'}} - 1} \quad \text{(19)}$$

where $R_s$: outer magnetic boundary, $R_i$: outer boundary of magnet; $R_{ij}$: inner magnetic boundary, $R_{ij}$: inner boundary of magnet

### I. Flux and Voltage

For useful voltage, only the fundamental components are used to determine the internal voltage (back e.m.f) of the generator, as shown in Equations 20, 21, and 22.

$$E_a = \omega \cdot \phi \quad \text{(20)}$$

$$\lambda = \frac{2 \cdot R_s \cdot L_d \cdot N_{pt} \cdot k_w \cdot k_s \cdot B_s}{P} \quad \text{(21)}$$

$$B_s = \frac{4 \cdot \pi \cdot B_g \cdot k_s \cdot \sin\left(\frac{P \cdot \theta_m}{2}\right)}{1 + k_s \cdot u_{rec}} \quad \text{(23)}$$

where $u_{rec}$: recoil permeability; $B_s$: remnant flux density

$$PC = \frac{h_m}{g_c \cdot C_{\phi}} \quad \text{(24)}$$

where $PC$: permeance coefficient; $C_{\phi}$: flux concentration factor (Am/Ag)

$$N_a = 2 \cdot P \cdot N_c \quad \text{(25)}$$

where $N_c$: Turns per coil; $N_a$: Number of armature turns (each slot has 2 half coils)

$$\tau_s = w_s + w_t, \quad g_c = k_c \cdot g \quad \text{(26)}$$

where $g_c$: eff. air gap; $w_t$: average slot width; $w_c$: tooth width

Here, a leakage factor ($Kl \equiv 0.95$) and a reluctance factor ($Kr \equiv 1.05$) are both used for surface magnets. The presence of the slots in the stator also affects the air gap flux density because of the difference in permeance caused by the slots. Carter’s coefficient ($k_c$) is used to account for this effect [15].

$$k_c = \left[1 - \frac{1}{\tau_s \cdot (5 \cdot g + 1)}\right]^{-1} \quad \text{(27)}$$

The terminal voltage ($V_a$) is calculated from the internal voltage ($E_a$), and the synchronous reactance voltage drop. The armature resistance is usually ignored because it is much smaller than synchronous reactance. The voltage is found as a relation in output power ($P_{out}$), e.m.f, and reactance from the resulting quadratic equation.
\[
V_A = \sqrt{-\frac{BB + \sqrt{BB^2 - 4CC}}{2}}
\]

\[
BB = \frac{2}{3} X \cdot P_{sw} - P_{sw}^2; \quad CC = \frac{2}{9} X \cdot P_{sw}^2
\]

(28)

K. Machine Inductances

In a slotted PM machine, there are three distinct components of inductance: the largest, air gap inductance slot leakage inductance, and the smallest, end-turn inductance. The total inductance for the phase is the sum of the three inductances, ignoring other small factors.

\[
L_s = L_{ag} + L_{slot} + L_e; \quad X_s = a_0 \cdot L_s
\]

(29)

The air gap inductance is given by Eq. 30.

\[
L_{ag} = \frac{2}{i} \cdot \frac{q \cdot 4 \cdot u_0 \cdot R_s \cdot L_{st}}{n \cdot \pi} \cdot N_a^2 \cdot k_{wa}^2
\]

(30)

The slot leakage inductance is presented in Eq. 31. Assume the slot is rectangular with slot depressions, as in Fig. 2, and assume (n) slots per pole per phase, with a standard double layer winding.

\[
L_{slot} = L_{ax} - L_{am}; \quad (3 \text{ phase})
\]

(31)

\[
L_{am} = 2 \cdot P \cdot L_{st} \cdot \text{Perm} \cdot N_{sp} \cdot N_c^2
\]

(32)

\[
L_{wa} = 2 \cdot P \cdot L_{st} \cdot \text{Perm}[4 \cdot N_c^2 \cdot (m-N_{sp}) + 2 \cdot N_{sp} \cdot N_c^2]
\]

(33)

A slot permeance per unit length is shown in Equation 34.

\[
\text{Perm} = \frac{1}{3} \cdot \frac{h_x + h_f}{w_{st}}
\]

(34)

The end turn inductance is introduced in Eq. 35, assuming the end turns are semi-circular, with a radius equal to one-half the mean coil pitch.

\[
L_e = \frac{u_0 \cdot N_c \cdot N_a^2 \cdot \tau_s \cdot \pi}{2} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{\tau_s \cdot \pi}{\sqrt{2} \cdot A_s}\right)
\]

(35)

L. Basic Losses

Losses in a machine consist of core losses, conductor losses, friction and windage losses, and rotor losses. Rotor losses will be discussed later. Stator core losses, per weight, can be greater than normal in machines because of higher frequencies. These losses are minimized by using laminated steel in stator construction and by not generating frequencies that are too high. Core losses consist of hysteresis and eddy current losses. The best way to approximate core losses is to use empirical loss data. An exponential curve fitting is applied to the empirical data for M-19, 29 gauge material, in order to obtain an equation for estimating core losses, as in Equation 36, with constant values in [22].

\[
P_C = P_0 \cdot \left(\frac{B}{B_0}\right)^{\beta} \cdot \left(\frac{f}{f_0}\right)^{\epsilon f}
\]

(36)

where \(P_0\): Base power; \(B_0\): Base flux density; \(\epsilon_f\): Flux density exponent; \(f_0\): Base frequency; \(\epsilon_c\): Frequency exponent

The above commonly used equation considering hysteresis and eddy-current loss is not completely satisfactory, because the measured iron loss is much higher than theoretically calculated. This is so because it assumes a homogenous magnetization of the laminations, which is not a valid representation of what happens during the magnetization process. The loss caused by the movements of the magnetic domain walls is higher than the loss calculated with the commonly used equation. The difference between measured and calculated loss is called the excess loss or the anomalous loss. Sometimes, this anomalous or excess loss is considered as a third contribution to the iron loss. Great efforts have been made to calculate this excess loss, because of the complexity of the domain patterns. For reasons mentioned before, it is useful to represent the core loss by core loss resistance, which is placed in equivalent circuit. The core loss resistance is connected across the voltage \(V_a\). Therefore, the power dissipated in this resistance is [26-34].

\[
P_R(\omega) = \frac{V_a^2}{R}
\]

(37)

\[
P_{loss} = \frac{3\pi^2 L_r^3 \cdot N_c^2 \cdot \sqrt{\omega}}{8c_r k_{ct} \left(\frac{1}{a_0}\right)^{1\frac{1}{2}} \left(\frac{1}{b_0}\right)^{1\frac{1}{2}} \left(m_0^2 \cdot \left(\frac{\beta P_{sw}}{b_0}\right)^2 + m_{ct}^2 \cdot \left(\frac{1}{h_{ct}}\right)^2\right)}
\]

(38)

where \(R_c\): core resistance, \(k_{ct}\): correction factor for iron loss calculation, \(b_{ct}\): stator tooth width, \(k_{ct}\): specific iron loss, \(m_{st}\): stator teeth mass, \(\beta_{slot}\): slot angle, \(h_{ct}\): stator yoke height

When this core loss resistance is depicted in an equivalent circuit, it should be noted that the resistance is frequency dependent.

The conductor losses are found, using Equation 39.

\[
P_a = \frac{q \cdot I_a^2 \cdot R_a}{\text{cm}}
\]

(39)

For rotors operating at high speed, the friction and windage in air can cause losses which result in inefficiency and heat production. These losses are calculated, using the power necessary to overcome the drag resistance of a rotating cylinder, as given by Eq. 40 [23].

\[
P_{wind} = C_f \cdot \pi \cdot \rho_{air} \cdot \omega^3 \cdot R^3 \cdot L_{st}
\]

(40)

The coefficient of friction can be approximated by Eq. 41.

\[
C_f \cong 0.0725 \cdot R_{cy}^{-0.20}
\]

(41)

where \(Ry\): Reynold’s Number

M. Classical Sizing

For the basic sizing calculations, an air-cooled generator is assumed with 10 psi [16], [24]. The machine power equation is utilized to derive the rotor radius and stack length of the machine, as in Equation 42.

\[
P_{ar} = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot \tau \cdot L_{st} \cdot \nu_{tip} \cdot \tau
\]

(42)

where \(r\) : rotor radius; \(L_{st}\) : stack length; \(\tau\) : shear stress (psi)

The L/D ratio is substituted for \(L_{st}\). Using shear stress, rotor tip speed, and machine power rating range, the power equation is calculated to
obtain rotor radius and stack length, while matching the desired rotational speed of the machine with a L/D ratio equal to 2.5, as supposed here. Using a pole pair value of 3, a slot height of 10 mm, and a slot fill fraction of 0.5, the frequency is found. Once the basic sizing of the machine is complete, in-depth analysis is conducted to obtain the overall performance. Using the equations presented in previous sections, all the detailed parameters can be obtained. The lengths, volumes, masses, and overall generator parameters are calculated, using basic geometric equations and relationships. A 15% service mass fraction is added to the total mass estimate to account for the additional services associated with machines cooling [17], [24]. Once the mass of each of the stator parts is known, core losses are estimated in accordance with them. The calculation of lengths, volumes, masses, and weights are presented. The mass of armature conductors, core mass, magnet mass, and shaft mass are calculated to give the total mass value. Finally, stator resistance, terminal voltage, current, loss types, input power, and efficiency are calculated.

III. ANALYTICAL MODEL

This part presents the study of rotor losses caused by stator winding time and space harmonics slot space harmonics.

A. Rotational Stress and Retaining Sleeve

Since the PM generator is spinning at high speed, the rotor and permanent magnets are subjected to extremely high centrifugal forces. These forces can cause significant amounts of damage if the magnets and rotor are not properly restrained. The rotational components can be strengthened by enclosing them in a retaining sleeve/can which also increases the air gap length. The centrifugal force on the magnets due to the rotor spinning is calculated in Eq. (43)

\[ F_{cen} = \frac{M_{mag} v_{mag}^2}{R + h_c} \] (43)

where \( M_{mag} \): mass of magnets; \( v_{mag} \): velocity of magnets

Using the inner surface area of the retaining sleeve, this force is converted to an outward pressure. Treating the retaining sleeve as a thin-walled vessel, the hoop stress felt by the sleeve is determined as shown in Eq. (44)

\[ \sum F_v = -2\sigma_c h L + \int_0^L P_r L \sin(\theta) L d\theta = 0 \] (44)

\[ \sigma_c = \frac{P_r h}{h} \]

A suitable safety factor is applied to the hoop stress to get a final SF stress for the retaining sleeve. The retaining sleeve can be made from many different types of materials including metal alloys and composites. A disadvantage of a metallic sleeve is eddy currents are induced in the sleeve by variations in the flux density caused by the stator slots [40-42]. From our calculations with various materials with our initial gap length; it is not sufficient once the retaining sleeve is considered (since the air gap dimension includes the retaining sleeve thickness). So, the machine must therefore be revised to allow for the retaining can and redesigned taking the retaining sleeve and hoop stress limits into consideration. But, this updated machine will be bigger one with a much larger air gap, greater magnet height, lower \( B_g \), lower voltage, and higher current density. So, we prefer her not to use the sleeve and keep the smaller machine with restriction to the manufacturer to firm the magnet rigidly.

B. Rotor Losses

1) Model for Time Harmonics & Winding Space Harmonics

The permanent magnets used in high-speed generators are electrically conductive and therefore support eddy currents. The retaining sleeves are sometimes made from electrically conductive material that also can carry eddy currents. These eddy currents are primarily caused by fluctuations in the magnetic flux density produced by time and space harmonics of the winding currents. The currents produce losses which can potentially cause excessive heating or demagnetization of the permanent magnets. An analytical model is developed using the winding and current harmonics and the surface impedance to estimate the rotor losses. Fig. 5 shows the PM generator geometry “flattened out” into rectilinear coordinates. This is an accurate representation provided the dimensions are on a radial scale that is much smaller than the radius of the machine so that curvature is not important [40-42]. The direction of rotation is in the positive x-direction, the radial direction is y, and the armature current flows in the axial dimension, z.

The following assumptions are made in developing the rotor analytical loss model:

- Layers of material extend to ± infinity in the ± x direction.
- Layers effectively extend to negative infinity in the negative y direction.
- Motion/rotation is in the x direction.
- The physical constants of the layers are homogeneous, isentropic, and linear.
- The ferromagnetic material does not saturate.
- The machine is long axially so magnetic variations in the z direction are ignored (H and B only vary in x, y directions).
- All currents flow in the z direction.
- The rotor and stator are constructed of laminated steel so their conductivity in the z direction is negligible.
- The time and space variations are approximately sinusoidal.
- Flux density at y = infinity is zero.
- A traveling flux wave harmonic can be represented by an equivalent current sheet \((K_a)\) on the surface of the stator.
- The normal component of the flux density is continuous at all interfaces.
- The tangential component of the flux density is continuous at all interfaces except at the stator/air gap where it is increased by the current sheet density.
- The magnetic flux density crossing the air gap and the magnets is perpendicular.
- The effect of magnet eddy currents on the magnetic flux density is negligible – this is accurate below 10 kHz [43].
- The magnet flux density is constant over the magnet breadth.
Eq. (46) yields the power dissipated at the stator surface. This is the correct result for the rotor because there is no mechanism for dissipating power between the stator and rotor. The power estimated by Poynting’s theorem flows directly from the stator to the rotor [42].

Surface impedance \( Z_s \) is the ratio of the \( z \)-directed electric field to the \( z \)-directed current, Eq. (46). A final expression for the top surface coefficient is determined Eq. (47), and it is applicable to any uniform region.

\[
\alpha_s = j \frac{k}{\gamma} \left[ \sinh(\gamma h) + \alpha_s \cosh(\gamma h) \right]
\]

(47)

If the region being examined is positioned on top of a ferromagnetic surface, such as the magnets on the steel rotor shaft, the boundary condition at the bottom of the layer \((\alpha \to 0)\) produces Eq. (48).

\[
\alpha_t = j \frac{k}{\gamma} \coth(\gamma h)
\]

(48)

In the case of the air gap where the conductivity is zero, Eq. (47) reduces to Eq. (49).

\[
\alpha_t = j \left[ \frac{1}{k} \sinh(\gamma h) + \alpha_o \cosh(\gamma h) \right] \frac{1}{j} \cosh(\gamma h) + \alpha_o \sinh(\gamma h)
\]

(49)

At the top of the layer \((y=h)\), the surface coefficient is shown in Eq. (50).

\[
\alpha_t = j \frac{k}{\gamma} \left( \frac{H_p e^{\gamma h} - e^{-\gamma h}}{H_n} \right)
\]

(50)

A surface coefficient is defined as the ratio of the \( y \)-directed to \( x \)-directed magnetic field amplitude \((\alpha = H_Y/H_X)\). At the bottom of the layer where \( y = 0 \), the surface coefficient is given by Eq. (51).

\[
\alpha_b = j \frac{k}{\gamma} \left( \frac{H_p e^{\gamma h}}{H_n} \right)
\]

(51)

Solving for the magnetic flux densities and magnetic fields produces Eq. (52), also all these analyses are done with the aid of Faraday’s Law, Maxwell’s Law and Ampere Law.

In order to calculate the rotor losses, the above analytical model is applied to the geometry in fig. 5. For this model, the stator is assumed to be a smooth surface without slots because the slot effects are consider later. The first step is calculating the surface coefficient at the bottom of the magnet layer. It is assumed that this is formed by the highly permeable rotor shaft below the magnets. This assumption allows the surface coefficient at the top of the magnet layer to be calculated also.

2) Model for Stator Slot Effects

The stator slots cause variations in the magnetic field which losses in the retaining sleeve and magnets of the rotor. Accurate calculation of the losses in the retaining sleeve is extremely difficult. Several different methods have been developed and in this paper, the technique from reference [16] is employed. As the rotor spins past the slot openings of the stator, the air gap flux density undergoes modulation due to the change in reluctance. The dip in \( B_y \) (shown in fig. 6) travels along the B-waveform which is otherwise moving synchronously with the rotor.
The rotation of the rotor generates an E-field in the sleeve and a subsequent axial current density j=Ed/p. When this current density is integrated over the volume of the can, the average loss per unit area is determined Eq. (53) \[16\].

\[ w = \frac{\pi^2}{3600} \left( \frac{B.N.(R + h_m)^2}{\rho} \right) \]

\[ B = \frac{B_s}{\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{\rho}{\sqrt{B_s^2 - \rho^2}} \right) \] (53)

It is evident from Eq. (53) that as the slot width increases, the width of the flux density dip (B) gets larger causing the sleeve losses to increase. The above equation only considers eddy currents flowing in the axial direction but there are also circumferential components. These portions are accounted for using a factor K, as shown in Eq. (54) where the total can losses are determined \[16\].

\[ P_{can} = K_{SWA} \frac{\pi}{2} (R + h_m) L_{st} \]

\[ A = \frac{\pi}{2} (R + h_m) L_{st} \]

\[ K_s = \frac{\rho L_{st}}{2(R + h_m)} \] (54)

One way to reduce the retaining losses is to split the sleeve cylinder (if used) into separate rings. The magnet losses are calculated using methods similar to Eq. (53) and Eq. (54) assuming that the eddy current flow in the top 10% of the magnet volume.

C. Machine THD

HSPM generator produces back EMF waveforms that are dependent on a number of factors as discussed before. The goal is to produce a voltage waveform that closely resembles a sinusoidal waveform with a low total harmonics distortion (THD) because this results in minimal harmonic content which reduces losses in the machine. THD is a measure of the distortion in a waveform caused by undesirable frequency components. It is calculated as shown in Eq. (55).

\[ THD = \sqrt{\sum_{n=odd}^{\infty} \frac{E_{n}^2}{E_{1}^2}} \] (55)

The back EMF waveforms are generated using the below eq.s

\[ e_{1}(\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} B_n \sin(n \theta) \]

\[ B_n = \frac{4}{n \pi} B_s k_m \sin \left( \frac{n \theta}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n \pi}{2} \right) \] (56)

\[ \lambda(\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \lambda_n \sin(n \theta) \]

\[ \lambda_n = \frac{2 \pi R N_n B_s k_m}{p} \] (57)

\[ E_{al} = \sum_{n=odd}^{\infty} e_{n} \sin(n \theta) \] (58)

IV. CLASSICAL SIZING RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Size:</th>
<th>Machine Diameter</th>
<th>Machine Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1397 m</td>
<td>0.2023 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Radius</td>
<td>0.0304 m</td>
<td>0.1519 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Avg Width</td>
<td>4.1697mm</td>
<td>10.0000mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Iron Thick</td>
<td>7.0890mm</td>
<td>4.6060mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Ratings:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating</td>
<td>400.0000kw</td>
<td>62862.9822RPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vs (RMS)</td>
<td>980.6144V</td>
<td>135.9692A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea (RMS)</td>
<td>1027.4934V</td>
<td>0.01191ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch React.</td>
<td>0.3372ohm</td>
<td>0.0171mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip Speed</td>
<td>200.0000m/s</td>
<td>0.9878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>3143.1491Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stator Parameters:

| Number of Slots | 36.0000          | Num Arm Turns | 12.0000mH |
| Breadth Factor  | 0.9659           | Pitch Factor  | 0.9659    |
| Tooth Flux Dens | 1.7166T          | Back Iron Dens| 1.2262mH  |
| Rotor Weights:  |                |                |            |
| Magnet Height  | 20.0000mm        | Magnet Angle  | 50.0000degm|
| Windage Loss   | 1.9989kg         | Total          | 15.3247kg |
| Rotor Loss     | TBD kw           | Armature Loss  | 0.6604kw  |
| Magnet Factor  | 1.1871           | Skew Factor    | 0.9886    |
| Magnet Remanence| 1.2000T         | Air Gap Bg     | 0.8853mH  |
| Rotor Parameters: |                | Skew Factor    | 0.9886    |
| Magnet Factor  | 1.1871           | Skew Factor    | 0.9886    |
| Magnet Remanence| 1.2000T         | Air Gap Bg     | 0.8853mH  |

Machine Losses:

| Core Loss   | 2.9486kw         | Armature Loss  | 0.6604kw  |
| Windage Loss| 1.3199kw         | Rotor Loss     | TBD kw    |
| Rotor Parameters: |                |                |            |
| Core         | 5.4843kg         | Shaft          | 3.3918kg  |
| Magnet       | 2.3768kg         | Armature       | 2.0729kg  |
| Services     | 1.9989kg         | Total          | 15.3247kg |
| Magnet       | 2.3768kg         | Air Gap Bg     | 0.8853mH  |
| Services     | 1.9989kg         | Total          | 15.3247kg |

Magnet Loss due to Stator Slots Effects = 0.6523 kw

| Time Harmonic Losses | 0.2398 kw |
| Space Harmonic Losses | 0.2398 kw |
| Total Rotor Losses   | 0.2398 kw |
Unconstrained NON-LINEAR OPTIMIZATION

Unconstrained minimization entails finding a vector, \( x \), that is a local minimum of a scalar function, \( f(x) \), without restriction.

A. Trust-Region Methods

To understand the trust-region approach to optimization, we consider the unconstrained minimization problem to minimize \( f(x) \). Suppose we are at a point, \( x \), in \( n \)-space and we want to improve its position. The basic idea is to approximate \( f \) with a simpler function, \( q \), which reasonably reflects the behavior of function \( f \) in a neighborhood, \( N \), around point, \( x \). This neighborhood is the trust region. A trial step, \( s \), is computed by minimizing over \( N \). This is the trust-region sub-problem, \( \min_s \{ q(s), s \in N \} \) [35]. The current point is updated to be \( x + s \), if \( f(x + s) < f(x) \); otherwise, the current point remains unchanged, \( x \), and the region of trust is shrunk and the trial step computation is repeated. The key questions in defining a specific trust-region approach to minimizing \( f(x) \) are how to choose and compute the approximation, \( q \), (defined at the current point, \( x \)), how to choose and modify the trust-region, \( N \), and how to accurately solve the trust-region sub-problem.

In the standard trust-region method, the quadratic approximation, \( q \), is defined by the first two terms of the Taylor approximation, to \( F \) at \( x \); the neighborhood, \( N \), is usually spherical or ellipsoidal in shape. Mathematically, the trust-region sub-problem is typically stated as

\[
\min \left( \frac{1}{2} s^T Hs + s^T g \right) \quad \text{such that} \quad \|Ds\| \leq \Delta
\]

where \( g \) is the gradient of \( f \) at the current point, \( x \). \( H \) is the Hessian matrix (the symmetric matrix of second derivatives), \( D \) is a diagonal scaling matrix, \( \Delta \) is a positive scalar, and \( \| \cdot \| \) is the 2-norm. Good algorithms exist for solving the previous equation; such algorithms typically involve the computation of a full Eigen system and a Newton process applied to the secular equation [35].

\[
\frac{1}{\Delta} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = 0
\]

Such algorithms provide an accurate solution to the equation. However, they require time, proportional to several factorizations of \( H \).

B. Fminsearch Algorithm

Fminsearch uses the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, as described in [36]. This algorithm uses a simplex of \( n + 1 \) points for \( n \)-dimensional vectors, \( x \). The algorithm first makes a simplex around the initial guess, \( x_0 \), by adding 5\% of each component, \( x(i) \) to \( x_0 \), and using these \( n \) vectors as elements of the simplex, in addition to \( x_0 \). (It uses 0.00025 as component \( i \), if \( x_0(i) = 0 \).) Then the algorithm modifies the simplex repeatedly, according to the following procedure.

1. Let \( x(i) \) denote the list of points in the current simplex, \( i = 1, \ldots, n+1 \).

2. Order the points in the simplex from the lowest function value \( f(x(1)) \) to the highest \( f(x(n+1)) \). At each step in the iteration, the current worst point, \( x(n+1) \), is discarded, and another point is accepted into the simplex (or, in the case of Step 7 below, all \( n \) points with values above \( f(x(1)) \) are changed).

3. Generate the reflected point \( r = 2m - x(n+1) \), where \( m = \sum x(i)/n, i = 1, \ldots, n \), and calculate \( f(r) \).

4. If \( f(x(1)) \leq f(r) < f(x(n)) \), accept \( r \) and terminate this iteration. Reflect.

5. If \( f(r) < f(x(1)) \), calculate the expansion point, \( s = m + 2(m - x(n+1)) \), and calculate \( f(s) \).

a. If \( f(s) < f(r) \), accept \( s \) and terminate the iteration. Expand.

b. Otherwise, accept \( r \) and terminate the iteration. Reflect.

6. If \( f(r) \geq f(x(n)) \), perform a contraction between \( m \) and the better of \( x(n+1) \) and \( r \):

a. If \( f(r) < f(x(n+1)) \) (i.e., \( r \) is better than \( x(n+1) \)), calculate \( c = m + (r - m)/2 \) and calculate \( f(c) \).

b. If \( f(c) < f(r) \), accept \( c \) and terminate the iteration. Contract outside. Otherwise, continue with Step 7. (Shrink.)

7. Calculate the \( n \) points \( v(i) = x(1) + (x(i) - x(1))/2 \) and calculate \( f(v(i)) \), \( i = 2, \ldots, n+1 \). The simplex at the next iteration is \( x(1), v(2), \ldots, v(n+1) \). Shrink.

C. Total Losses Minimization Sizing

Using the previous technique minimizes total losses. The first step is to choose the optimizing variables, \( x_1, \ldots, x_3 \), and these variables here are the L/D ratio, the Rotor radius, and Stack length, respectively. The second step is to formulate the total losses function to be minimized as fitness or objective function. The third step, using optimization tool box GUI with a proper choice for initial variables values.

\[
P_{\text{Total Losses}} = P_{\text{Core}} + P_{\text{Conductor}} + P_{\text{Wind}}
\]

The L/D ratio (\( x_1 \)) is substituted for Lst (\( x_2 \)) with a pole pair value of 3, a slot height of 10 mm, 36 slots and a slot fill fraction of 0.5, the power factor is considered as 0.999999 = 1.

D. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III COMPLETE CLASSICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HFPM Machine Design, Surface Magnet, Slotted Stator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Size:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Diameter = 0.1605 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Radius = 0.0388 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Avg Width = 4.9044mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Iron Thick = 9.0533mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 Initial Harmonic Content (11.2778 %) for case 1
Machine Ratings:
- Power Rating = 400.0000kw
- Speed = 49223.1783RPM
- VA (RMS) = 654.1841V
- Current = 203.8162A
- Ea (RMS) = 700.7881V
- Arm Resistance = 0.00980ohm
- Synch Reactance = 0.2215ohm
- Syn Inductance = 0.0143mH
- Tip Speed = 200.0000m/s
- Efficiency = 0.9888
- Phases = 3.0000
- Frequency = 2461.1589Hz

Stator Parameters:
- Number of Slots = 36.0000
- Num Arm Turns = 12.0000mH
- Breadth Factor = 0.9659
- Pitch Factor = 0.9659
- Tooth Flux Dens = 1.7132T
- Back Iron Dens = 1.2237mH
- Slots/pole/phase = 2.0000

Rotor Parameters:
- Magnet Height = 20.0000mm
- Magnet Angle = 50.0000degm
- Air gap = 2.0000mm
- Pole Pairs = 3.0000
- Magnet Remanence = 1.2000T
- Air gap Bg = 0.8566mH
- Magnet Angle = 50.0000degm
- Rotor Parameters:
  - Slots/pole/phase = 2.0000
  - Tooth Flux Dens = 1.7132T
  - Back Iron Dens = 1.2237mH

Machine Weights:
- Windage Loss = 1.3194kw
- Rotor Loss = TBD kw
- Core Loss = 1.9780kw
- Armature Loss = 1.2213kw
- Magnet = 2.2482kg
- Armature = 2.3601kg
- Services = 2.2097kg
- Total = 16.9413kg

Machine Losses:
- Magnet Factor = 1.1404
- Skew Factor = 0.9886
- Magnet Remanence = 1.2000T
- Air Gap Bg = 0.8566mH
- Air gap = 2.0000mm
- Pole Pairs = 3.0000
- Magnet Height = 20.0000mm
- Magnet Angle = 50.0000degm

Rotor Parameters:
- Slots/pole/phase = 2.0000
- Tooth Flux Dens = 1.7132T
- Back Iron Dens = 1.2237mH
- Breadth Factor = 0.9659
- Pitch Factor = 0.9659
- Tip Speed = 200.0000m/s
- Efficiency = 0.9888
- Synch Reactance = 0.2215ohm
- Syn Inductance = 0.0143mH
- Ea (RMS) = 700.7881V
- Va (RMS) = 654.1841V
- Current = 203.8162A
- Power Rating = 400.0000kw
- Speed = 49223.1783RPM


tables, figures, and graphs

VI. SIMPLE CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

When trying to use unconstrained optimization in this case, from the beginning, the maximum value for the L/D ratio exceeds its upper limit. Constraints are used as bounds from 0.0 to 3.0. The function used here is presented as follows.

A. fmincon Active Set Algorithm

In constrained optimization, the general aim is to transform a problem into an easier sub-problem that can then be solved and used as the basis of an iterative process. A characteristic of a large class of early methods is the translation of the constrained problem into a basic unconstrained problem, by using a penalty function for constraints that are near or beyond the constraint boundary. By this means, the constrained problem is solved using a sequence of parameterized unconstrained optimizations, which in the limit will cover the constrained problem. These methods are now considered relatively inefficient and have been replaced by methods that focused on the solution of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) equations. The KKT equations are necessary conditions for optimality in a constrained optimization problem. If the problem is a so-called convex programming problem, that is, one in which f(x) and Gi(x), i = 1,...,m, are convex functions, then the KKT equations are both necessary and sufficient for a global solution point. The Kuhn-Tucker equations can be stated as

\[
\nabla f(x^*) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i \nabla G_i(x^*) = 0
\]

\[
\lambda_i G_i(x^*) = 0, i = 1, \ldots, m
\]

\[
\lambda_i \geq 0, i = m + 1, \ldots, m
\]

The first equation describes a canceling of the gradients between the objective function and the active constraints at the solution point. For the gradients to be canceled, Lagrange multipliers (\(\lambda_i\), i = 1,...,m) are necessary to balance the deviations in the magnitude of the objective function and constraint gradients. Because only active constraints are included in this canceling operation, constraints that are not active must not be included in this operation and, so, are given Lagrange multipliers equal to 0. This is stated implicitly in the last two Kuhn-Tucker equations. The solution of the KKT equations forms the basis for many nonlinear programming algorithms. These algorithms attempt to compute the Lagrange multipliers, directly. Constrained quasi-Newton methods guarantee super-linear convergence by accumulating second-order information regarding the KKT equations using a quasi-Newton updating procedure. These methods are commonly referred to as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) methods, since a QP sub-problem is solved at each major iteration. These are known as Iterative Quadratic Programming, Recursive Quadratic Programming, and Constrained Variable Metric methods. The ‘active-set’ algorithm is not a large-scale algorithm.

B. Large-Scale vs. Medium-Scale Algorithms

An optimization algorithm is large-scale when it uses linear algebra that does not need to store, nor operates on, full matrices. This algorithm may be done internally by storing...
sparse matrices and by using sparse linear algebra for computations, whenever possible. Furthermore, internal algorithms either preserve sparsity, such as in a sparse Cholesky decomposition, or they do not generate matrices, such as those generated in a conjugate gradient method. Large-scale algorithms are accessed by setting the Large Scale option to the “On” position, or by setting the Algorithm option appropriately; this is solver-dependent. In contrast, medium-scale algorithms are accessed by setting the Large Scale option to the “Off” position, or by setting the Algorithm option appropriately; this is solver-dependent. Don’t let the term “large-scale” mislead you; you can use a large-scale algorithm on a small problem. Furthermore, you do not need to specify any sparse matrices to use a large-scale algorithm. Choose a medium-scale algorithm to access extra functionality, to possibly improve performance, such as that by additional constraint types.

C. Total Mass Minimization Sizing

We use the previous technique with the function described above to minimize total mass. The optimizing variables, x1, x2, and x3, are the same. We then formulate the total mass function to be minimized as a fitness function in the form of a Matlab m-file. (Later, using optimization tool box GUI with a proper choice for initial variables values. Also, it should be noted that the large-scale trust-region method does not currently solve this type of problem, but that using a medium scale (line search) does. The desired optimization function here is illustrated in Equation (63); each part of the equation is a function of the optimizing variables.

\[ m_{\text{Total}} = m_{\text{Core}} + m_{\text{Shaft}} + m_{\text{Conductor}} + m_{\text{Service}} \] (63)

\[ m_{\text{Core}} = \rho_c \pi (R_c^2 - R_{co}^2) L_c \] (64)

\[ m_{\text{Shaft}} = \rho_s \pi (R_s^2 - R_{st}^2) L_s \] (65)

where \( m_{co} \): back iron mass (kg); \( \rho_s \): steel density (kg/m3); \( R_{co} \): core outside radius; \( R_c \): core inside radius

\[ R_s = R + h_s + g + h_t + h_d \] (66)

where \( h_s \): Magnet thickness(m); \( g \): air gap (m); \( h_t \): slot depression depth(m); \( h_d \): slot depth (m)

\[ R_{cs} = R_c + dc \] (67)

where dc: stator core back iron depth (m)

\[ m_{\text{Shaft}} = \rho_{\text{shaft}} (N_{s} w_{s} h_{s} + 2 \pi R h_{s} - N_{s} h_{s} w_{s}) \] (68)

where \( m_{s} \): teeth mass; \( N_s \): number of slots; \( w_{s} \): tooth width; \( w_{s} \): slot depression width(m)

\[ m_{\text{Magnet}} = 0.5 (\rho \theta_m ((R + h_d)^2 - R^2)) L_m \rho_m \] (69)

where \( \theta_m \): Magnet physical angle(rad); \( \rho_m \): Magnet density; \( p \): pole pairs number

\[ m_{\text{Conductor}} = 3 L_{\text{ac}} A_{\text{ac}} \rho_c \] (71)

where \( L_{\text{ac}} \): armature conductor length; \( A_{\text{ac}} \): armature conductor area (assumes form wound); \( \rho_c \): conductor density

\[ L_{\text{ac}} = 2 N_{s} (L_{s} + 2 l_{c2}) \] (72)

\[ A_{\text{ac}} = A_{s} \lambda_s / (2 N_{s}) \] (73)

where \( N_s \): number of armature turns; \( l_{c2} \): end length (half coil); \( A_s \): slot area; \( \lambda_s \): slot fill fraction; \( N_{s} \): turns per coil

A 15% service mass fraction is added to the total mass estimate to account for the additional services associated with machines cooling [37].

\[ m_{\text{Service}} = 0.15 (m_{\text{Conductor}} + m_{\text{Shaft}} + m_{\text{Magnet}} + m_{\text{Conductor}}) \] (74)

D. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V COMPLETE CLASSICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HFPM Machine Design, Surface Magnet, Slotted Stator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Size:</th>
<th>Rotor Diameter</th>
<th>Active Length</th>
<th>Slot Avg Width</th>
<th>Slot Height</th>
<th>Back Iron Thick</th>
<th>Tooth Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter: 0.1313 m</td>
<td>0.0277 m</td>
<td>0.1664 m</td>
<td>3.9357 mm</td>
<td>10.0000 mm</td>
<td>6.4633 mm</td>
<td>4.3720 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Ratings:</th>
<th>Power Rating</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Arm Resistance</th>
<th>Synch Reactance</th>
<th>Tip Speed</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating: 400,000kw</td>
<td>68947.9898 RPM</td>
<td>116.6566A</td>
<td>0.01291ohm</td>
<td>0.3975ohm</td>
<td>0.0184mH</td>
<td>200.0000ms</td>
<td>0.9869</td>
<td>3447.3995Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stator Parameters:</th>
<th>Number of Slots</th>
<th>Num Arm Turns</th>
<th>Breath Factor</th>
<th>Pitch Factor</th>
<th>Back Iron Dens</th>
<th>Slot Fluc Dens</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratings:</td>
<td>36.0000</td>
<td>12.0000mH</td>
<td>0.9659</td>
<td>0.9659</td>
<td>1.2270mH</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>0.9868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotor Parameters:</th>
<th>Magnet Height</th>
<th>Magnet Angle</th>
<th>Air Gap</th>
<th>Air Gap Bg</th>
<th>Magnet Remanence</th>
<th>Magnet Factor</th>
<th>Toth Flux Dens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratings:</td>
<td>20.0000mm</td>
<td>50.0000degm</td>
<td>2.0000mH</td>
<td>0.8589mH</td>
<td>1.2000T</td>
<td>1.2055</td>
<td>1.7178T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Losses:</th>
<th>Core Loss</th>
<th>Armature Loss</th>
<th>Winding Loss</th>
<th>Rotor Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratings:</td>
<td>3.4472kw</td>
<td>0.5269kw</td>
<td>1.3183kw</td>
<td>TBD kw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Weights:</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Shaft</th>
<th>Armature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratings:</td>
<td>5.4012kg</td>
<td>3.0885kg</td>
<td>2.0416kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Services | 1.9383kg | Total | 14.8603kg |

| TABLE VI ROTOR LOSSES CAUSED BY HARMONICS |

| Time Harmonic Losses | 0.2664 kw |
| Space Harmonic Losses | 0.0162 kw |
| Total Losses | 0.2826 kw |

| Magnet Loss | 0.6695 kw |

Fig. 13 Initial Flux Density Waveform
A. Description of the Non-Linear Constraint Solver

The genetic algorithm uses the Augmented Lagrangian Genetic Algorithm (ALGA) to solve non-linear constraint problems. The optimization problem solved by the ALGA algorithm is min \( f(x) \), such that

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_i(x) &\leq 0, \quad i = 1 \ldots m; \\
    c_{eq}(x) &= 0, \quad i = m+1 \ldots n; \\
    A \cdot x &\leq b; \\
    x &\leq u_b,
\end{align*}
\]

(75)

where \( c(x) \) represents the non-linear inequality constraints, \( c_{eq}(x) \) represents the equality constraints, \( m \) is the number of non-linear inequality constraints, and \( n \) is the total number of non-linear constraints.

The Augmented Lagrangian Genetic Algorithm (ALGA) attempts to solve a non-linear optimization problem with non-linear constraints, linear constraints, and bounds. In this approach, bounds and linear constraints are handled separately from non-linear constraints. A sub-problem is formulated by combining the fitness function and non-linear constraint function, using the Lagrangian and the penalty parameters. A sequence of such optimization problems are approximately minimized, using the genetic algorithm, such that the linear constraints and bounds are satisfied. A sub-problem formulation is defined as

\[
\Theta(x, \bar{\lambda}, s, \rho) = f(x) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i \log \theta_i - c_i(x) + \sum_{i=m+1}^{n} \lambda_i c_i(x) + \frac{\rho}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i(x)^2
\]

(76)

where the components \( \lambda_i \) of the vector \( \bar{\lambda} \) are non-negative and are known as Lagrange multiplier estimates. The elements \( s_i \) of the vector \( s \) are non-negative shifts, and \( \rho \) is the positive penalty parameter.

The genetic algorithm minimizes a sequence of the sub-problem, which is an approximation of the original problem. When the sub-problem is minimized to a required accuracy and satisfies feasibility conditions, the Lagrangian estimates are updated. Otherwise, the penalty parameter is increased by a penalty factor. This results in a new sub-problem formulation and minimization problem. These steps are repeated until the stopping criteria are met. For a complete description of the algorithm, see [38] and [39].

B. Efficiency Maximizer Genetic Sizing

The optimization variables here are the same; that is, \( x_1 \), \( x_2 \), and \( x_3 \) are the L/D ratio, the rotor radius, and the rotor stack length, respectively. The efficiency function is implemented in the form of \( m \) file. (After that, using the genetic algorithm, with the previous technique, to maximize the function and generate the desired variables for this maximization (or by more accurate word by optimizing this function with a simple constraints that are [1 0 0] as lower limit, and [3 1 1] as upper limit. Using these optimizing variables, we can deliver all the detailed variables for the desired HSPMSG, at maximum efficiency. Also, it is important to adjust all options in the Genetic GUI in a proper manner, especially the mutation function, population, selection, and stopping criteria.

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{out}}{P_{input}}
\]

(77)

\[
P_{input} = P_{Total_Losses} + P_{out}
\]

(78)

C. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VII Complete Classical Design Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM Machine Design, Surface Magnet, Slotted Stator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Size:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Diameter = 0.1605 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Radius = 0.0388 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Avg Width = 4.9044mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Iron Thick = 9.0533mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating = 400.0000kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Va (RMS) = 654.1841V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea (RMS) = 700.7881V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch Reactance = 0.2215ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip Speed = 200.0000m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases = 3.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator Parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Slots = 36.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth Factor = 0.9659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth Flux Dens = 1.7132T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots/pole/phase = 2.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet Height = 20.0000mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VIII. MIN. MASS GENETIC SIZING, CONSTR. BY MIN. LOSS

We will take one case from the previous examples, using the total mass function (m.file) as a fitness function in GA. The same optimizing variables and the same bounds as used in the first genetic example, also using non-linear constraint function with the aid of minimum loss value obtained from the part of Min. Loss. The non-linear constraint function, which governs the optimization process, is implemented using the minimum losses value at the same values of tip speed and power.
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IX. OPTIMUM TORQUE PER AMPERE GENETIC SIZING

Optimum torque per ampere control is considered one of the best PM synchronous machine control strategies. So, as a new idea or question arises, why can’t we design for optimum torque per ampere HSPMSM with, the aid of the genetic algorithm? This trial investigates this idea. The optimization variables here are the same; that is, x1, x2, and x3 are the L/D ratio, the rotor radius, and the rotor stack length, respectively. (Then implement the optimum torque per ampere function as fitness function, in the form of m. file. After that, using the Genetic Algorithm, with the previous technique, to maximize the function and generate the desired variables for this maximization or by more accurate word by optimizing this function with a simple constraints that are [1 0 0] as lower limit, and [3 1 1] as upper limit. Using these variables, we can deliver the detailed variables for the desired HSPMG, at an optimum torque per ampere. Also, the main goal is to set all options in the Genetic GUI in a proper manner, especially mutation function one; also the population, selection, and stopping criteria, etc. must be adjusted. As in the design equations above, the torque per ampere could be presented as MTA = 3 Ea / Ωe, ; this expression is used in the Matlab m.file function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE XI COMPLETE CLASSICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HFPM Machine Design, Surface Magnet, Slotted Stator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Size:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Avg Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Iron Thick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Va (RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch Reactance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator Parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Arm Turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth Flux Dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots/pole/phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet Remanence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE XII ROTOR LOSSES CAUSED BY HARMONICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Harmonic Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Harmonic Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Losses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 21 Initial Harmonic Content (11.6276 %) for case 5

Fig. 22 Initial Flux Density Waveform

Fig. 23 Initial EMF Waveform

Fig. 24 Initial Harmonic Content (11.1394 %) for case 6

X. COMPARATIVE ANALYTICAL MODELS

The part introduces comparisons among the six cases which are: case 1; for classical sizing, case 2; Total Losses Minimization Sizing, Case 3; Total Mass Minimization Sizing, Case 4; Efficiency Maximizer Genetic Sizing, Case 5; Minimum Mass Genetic Sizing, Constrained by Minimum Losses, and case 6; Optimum Torque per Ampere Genetic Sizing. These examples are at tip speed = 200 m/s and output power = 400 Kw.
Fig. 25 Overall Machine Diameter Comparisons

Fig. 26 Overall Machine Length Comparisons

Fig. 27 RPM Speed Comparisons

Fig. 28 Terminal Voltage Comparisons

Fig. 29 Air Gap Flux Density Comparisons

Fig. 30 Back EMF Comparisons

Fig. 31 Armature Resistance Comparisons

Fig. 32 Synchronous Reactance Comparisons
was found that using the genetic algorithm in HSPMS G sizing scale line search has provided an acceptable performance. It should currently solve this type of problem, but using medium should be noted that the large-scale trust-region method does perform very well.

The same optimizing variables and the same functions, in which the constraints are varied for both constrained and unconstrained optimization and in the genetic algorithm. The constrained optimized total mass with some constraints is set up to keep the total mass to be minimized. It should be noted that the large-scale trust-region method does not currently solve this type of problem, but using medium scale line search has provided an acceptable performance. It was found that using the genetic algorithm in HSPMSG sizing will solve both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. The results of the genetic algorithm are presented with the same optimization variables, as before, but the fitness functions, in which the constraints are varied for both efficiency maximization and genetic sizing. We also used the genetic algorithm to maximize efficiency. We have also presented minimum mass genetic sizing, constrained by minimum losses. The same optimizing variables and the same bounds are used in the genetic example, with non-linear constraint function of minimum losses. This is done under the condition of minimum total losses, equal to, or less than, the minimum total losses value. We have observed that this will have the benefit of limiting machines losses. In our study, we have found that a noticeable improvement appears in the performance parameters.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The sizing method presented gives a step by step method for high speed PM generator design. This paper illustrates the benefits of HSPM generators, compared to the original PM synchronous generators, since it offers significant reductions in both weights and volumes. It discusses the electrical and magnetic sizing of HSPMGs, at 400 kW power and tip speed of 400 m/s. Unconstrained optimization for the minimization of total loss is performed; this function of minimizing total losses is implemented and results are presented. The optimizing variables are rotor length to diameter ratio, rotor radius, and stack length, for each of the functions, in both constrained and unconstrained optimization and in the genetic algorithm. The constrained optimized total mass with some constraints is set up to keep the total mass to be minimized. It should be noted that the large-scale trust-region method does not currently solve this type of problem, but using medium scale line search has provided an acceptable performance. It was found that using the genetic algorithm in HSPMSG sizing will solve both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. The results of the genetic algorithm are presented with the same optimization variables, as before, but the fitness functions, in which the constraints are varied for both efficiency maximization and genetic sizing. We also used the genetic algorithm to maximize efficiency. We have also presented minimum mass genetic sizing, constrained by minimum losses. The same optimizing variables and the same bounds are used in the genetic example, with non-linear constraint function of minimum losses. This is done under the condition of minimum total losses, equal to, or less than, the minimum total losses value. We have observed that this will have the benefit of limiting machines losses. In our study, we have found that a noticeable improvement appears in the performance parameters.
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